Intruder Found In Room

Public Safety and Wellesley Police Department Searching for the Suspect, a Mid-30s to Early 40s African American Male

JESSICA BURTT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

A female student awoke to find an unknown male in her Pizz Hall room at 8:10 A.M. on Sunday, according to Ray McKearney, Chief of Public Safety. The Wellesley Police Department (WPD) is still searching for the suspect whom they described as a 5-foot 8 to 5-foot 9 inches tall, mid-30s to early 40s light-skinned African American male with a stocky, slightly overweight build, half-inch black hair and silver rimmed glasses. He was last seen unshaven and wearing a gray T-shirt tucked into a pair of blue work pants.

According to the Public Safety report, when the female student awoke and found the male in her room, he said, “I’m sorry, I’m sorry,” and then left. McKearney added that there was some discussion on whether or not the male touched her blanket.

Tim Mann, Director of Campus Life said that “no weapons” were used nor did any physical assault occur.

Two officers were dispatched to the scene immediately. After talking with the student, they conducted a search of the immediate area. The suite door wasprop open with a paint can and an exterior door was also propped. No one was found in the area, said McKearney.

Mann stated, “The incident was turned over to us on Monday morning.”

Public Safety also issued an advisory on Monday, warning students to keep your room doors locked all the time, even while in the room, and do not prop any exterior or suite doors.

“The advisories were posted all throughout campus, including graduate housing by mid-afternoon on Monday,” added Mann.

The student, according to Mann, “was obviously very scared.” However, he mentioned that the Office of Campus Life was “doing all of the necessary follow-up,” including contacting the student’s parents, changing the locks and adding a deadbolt at the student’s request. Public Safety and WPD are also working closely with WPD’s Detective Hogan, who could not be reached for comment.

Dean of Student Affairs Carol Hacker stated that the reason for
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Prof. Prichett Honored with Prestigious Carpenter Prize

TRICIA CUBELLIS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Gordon D. Prichett, Chairman of the Mathematics and Science Division, received the twenty-first recipient of the Walter H. Carpenter Prize. The Carpenter Award is named after the late Professor Carpenter.

Prichett was the recipient of the Carpenter Prize. He was called "an outstanding teacher." After 20 years, he is now in a new role as a vice president.

The Carpenter Prize, established to honor Walter H. Carpenter, is awarded to a member of the Babson faculty who, after having demonstrated high standards of professionalism, commitment, and service to Babson.

When Prichett first came to Babson College, he described having a short career here due to his background being different than the typical Babson professor. He went on to say that this was due to his limited business experience as well as the fact that his expertise was in teaching theoretical math whereas Babson focuses on applied mathematics.

However, after a couple of years at Babson, he felt as though he was transforming into what would be perceived as a Babson professor and has been here twenty years.

Continued on Page 2

Former Red Sox Pitchers Join Faculty for SOLiD Game

TRICIA CUBELLIS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Amongst the many events planned for this Homecoming Weekend is the Solid Ball Game, sponsored by the Compass Leadership Program. The Compass Leadership Program offers students, faculty and staff the opportunity to participate in various programs dealing with leadership and its benefits to society through seminars, speaker luncheons, and retreats.

According to Laura De Veau, Associate Director of Campus Life, “The whole point of the Compass Leadership Program is to look at leadership in a new way and I think looking at leadership through the sports is a great way to start the year. Hopefully the momentum will carry us through the rest of the programs.”

Former Red Sox pitchers Dick Radatz and Bill Monbouquette will be there to coach the team.

There are two teams of 12 participating in the game, the Movers and the Shakers, “giving students the opportunity to take with them the real hands on skills, not just some one lecturing them,” said Laura De Veau.

Matt Benjamin, President of the SGAs, said, “It’s something that’s a lot of fun and it’s definitely something that’s going to be talked about.”

Continued on Page 2
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Over this past summer, each mature tree on campus was numbered and catalogued as part of a new tree inventory system implemented by Buildings and Grounds.

The Revealing of the Tree Tagging Mystery

Continued from Page 1

easy outbreak during certain periods of the year, and recommendations can be made about proper root feeding and pruning.

Besides the maintenance of the tree health, there are other benefits derived from this inventory. First, there is safety. Trees found to be hazardous, due to any number of reasons such as trunk decay, weakened branches, or condition over a walkway, are consequently removed.

Moreover, with the knowledge of which trees are more likely to attract insects, it is possible to prevent large numbers of pests from coming to campus.

LeBlanc feels that the inventory can act as a "benchmark in history" for in the future there will be records of the different species of trees that once stood here.

According to LeBlanc, health care for plants and trees is becoming an increasingly common practice in Massachusetts.

Boston, Cambridge, Wellesley and Lexington are only a few of many communities with tree inventory systems in place.

Also, the Heinz Auditorium in Boston hosts the annual "New England Grower" seminar about dedication to plant health care and preservation.

The cost for this project is included in the Grounds Department's budget as a running total over time. While the final cost is unknown, the inventory does list an estimated replacement value for each tree.

This means that should one of the American Elms located in front of Forest Hall become damaged, the college can assess the cost of fixing or replacing the tree using its tag number.

The estimated replacement value of these trees is forty thousand dollars. Either the college or the person found responsible for the damage would have to pay this cost because Babson's trees are not insured.

Soon the bark on the trees will begin to turn green and their leaves will begin to bloom. Some trees lose their shine, becoming unnoticeable to everyone outside the Office of Grounds. However, it is sure, that this inventory serves as a "tool for monitoring tree health on campus" for years to come.
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Student Found An Intruder In Her Room
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bringing to Wellesley Police was "we just didn't want to leave any stone unturned."

According to Mann, the student said that the man was "clearly not of college age. My understanding is that Wellesley Police are keeping every avenue open."

The suspect was last seen in work pants, so if an employee did not see any badge or nametag that would lead her to believe he was a campus worker, said Mann.

WDP has already interviewed several community members and will continue throughout the investigation.

When the suspect is found and identified by the student, she will be notified of pressing criminal charges.

Hacker stated "We are taking the matter very seriously" and "it's an ongoing investigation and as a College, we will pursue the matter."

As a matter of a support system, the student, Mann and Hacker were in direct contact with the female as well as the residential assistants (RA) and Area Coordinators. Petz and LA Markus said the student was doing fine now, but mentioned that unlocked suites are a common problem. He warned students to "keep what is in your suite and what's not, out of your suite."

Ann Schraut, a resident of Pitz, said "At Babson we sometimes think we are living in a bubble and that nothing really had happen, but when something like this happens it really wake you up and makes you realize that Babson isn't that different from the rest of the world."

Melissa Carr, also a resident of Pitz added, "I am definitely pretty nervous. Like most people at Babson, my roommates and I used to trust and leave our doors unlocked, but not anymore."

Last spring Babson faced a similar situation with a peeping tom in Petteway Hall. The suspect was eventually caught by Public Safety. He was a full-time employee at the Center for Executive Education and had been a part-time employee of the Buildings and Grounds staff. According to Mann, he was terminated and is no longer associated with Babson.

The overwhelming message of this entire situation is acknowledging that "We need to adapt our responsibility for Campus security," said Mann.

Pritchett Honored With Carpenter Prize

Continued from Page 1

taught at Hamilton College in New York. He has been an Associate Professor of Mathematics for 8 years teaching mainly theoretical math until he was tenured.

He has taught at several other universities including the University of Wisconsin, San Diego State University, and Wellesley College. He has received honors such as the George Pólya Award for Expository Writing in Mathematics and been the recipient of the Fulbright-Hays Teaching Fellowship.

In addition to this, Pritchett has spoken on many topics including "Cyclical Problems in Integers," "Techniques in Problem Solving," and "Efficient Sheep Farming Using Matrix Algebra."

Pritchett currently serves as a recipient of the Director of Lee Enterprises and the Chair of Strategic Planning for the Board of Trustees of the Hill School.

Along with Professor Feinstein, he recently worked on a new course titled "Just-In-Time Mathematics: Integrating the Teaching of Finance Theory and Mathematics" in order to teach students an integrated course where the "finance motivates the mathematics, and the mathematics underlines the finance."

In two weeks, Pritchett will be presenting a paper concerning this new course at the PMA (Professional Management Association). Pritchett is currently working on a book "Reasoning with the Infinite."

Spring Break 2000

With STS, John N. "Johnny" #1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica, Barbados, Cruises, and Florida.

Now hiring on-camp reps. Call 1-900-468-4489 or visit online www.travelworldonline.com
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Seed Fund Aims to Cultivate Student Initiated Ventures

JONATHAN GLOVER
Editor

Babson has taken another step toward encouraging entrepreneurial spirit within its students. The Babson College Seed Fund is a fund targeted at undergraduates, and recent graduates to provide seed capital for early stage financing of their businesses.

The Babson College Seed Fund is a fund targeted at undergraduates, and recent graduates to provide seed capital for early stage financing of their businesses.

This is the seed fund’s first year of existence and it has been funded by donations from Mr. Peter R. Mather, Mr. William P. Lendrum, and Mr. Paul Lander ’86, ’90, President. Mr. Francis Jenkins 96, Mr. Brian Barefoot 66, and Harry Manders 96 have each donated $275,000 and is looking for more donations.

A mass email was sent to the Babson community about applying for the fund with the deadline for the fall applications being September 8, 1999. The deadline for spring applications is January 15, 2000. Winners of the fall application process will be announced late October/early November. The spring winners will be notified near Founder’s Day.

The fund is led by a committee composed of: Chair Harry Healer ’86, General Partner, Venture Capital fund of New England, President, Amherst, Internation, L.L.C.; Francis Jenkins ’96, Chairman, Royston-Clark, Inc.; and Peter Lander ’90, Lander family representative. President ’86 ’90, Co-Chairman, and David Lander ’90.

In order to be eligible for the Babson College Seed Fund, the applicant must meet the business plan. Students must also be from the academic and moral standing.

Public Safety Police Log 9-14-99 - 9-21-99

Lockout 72

Motorist assistance 14

Wednesday 9/15/99

1:17 A.M. - Report of a noise complaint Pietz Hall. Officer spoke to student on the first floor to turn down music. Officers cleared area with out incident.


6:00 P.M. - Report of a Larceny of a laptop top computer from PMC report filed.

Thursday 9/16/99

12:12 P.M. - Officer reports a fight in the Hollister area all individuals spoken to, report filed.

3:42 P.M. - Student reports medication taken from his room, under investigation, report filed.

Hurricane Floyd Leaves His Wake In Campus Buildings

RAKHILL HIRDARAMANI

For the past two successive Fridays, the Yearbook Office in the basement of Park Manor Central has flooded due to the rain storms. Last Friday, Tropical Storm Floyd resulted in water seeping across the floor. The carpet absorbed a great deal of water and so the result was an odor in an already musty room.

Fortunately the computers and other equipment were saved, but the room itself is a serious cause of discomfort to a number of students, especially those with respiratory problems.

The maintenance department acted on proper notification and managed to place drying fans in the room in an attempt upon limiting the damage.

SGA Minutes Announced From First Meeting

The first SGA meeting started on a positive note. We have set out three big goals for the next year. First, we want to improve SGA’s involvement and voice on campus.

Second, SGA would also like to provide more fun events for the student body. Third, we would like to improve living conditions at Babson for all students.

The new House of Representatives was sworn in officially with the purpose of bettering student life in general.

The guest speaker, Rob Callahan, brought a very relevant issue before the new house when he discussed what Babson was doing about the recent plague of mass E-mails or SPAM. He admitted that the school’s current system is not acceptable and that there were going to be some drastic changes.

The problem lies in the E-mail system. Right now nobody can access those lists and spread their profanity and ignorance all over campus much to the annoyance of the average user.

In the very near future only certain “owners” will access those lists. For instance, all undergraduate lists will be owned by SGA. So, if anyone wants to send an E-mail they must first send to Student government to be approved.

However, the question was asked, “what do I do now if I lose my wallet?” The answer is that the students, faculty, and administration are all going to have to use e-campus.

This neglected technological advancement is to the public’s problems concerning mass E-mails, turning in assignments, scheduling events, and getting the necessary information all in one integrated location.

The SGA is discussing more of these important campus issues in our next meeting; Wednesday at 6:30 P.M. in Trim 201-2.

If there are any questions or concerns about this meeting or SGA in general please call Matt Benjamin at ext. 4052 or Scott Dowler at ext. 4051.

Join

The Babson Free Press
For its Weekly Staff Meeting
Tonight at 6:30 P.M. in Park Manor Central and find out what is going on behind the pages.
MCFE Fall Programs Announced

There are 12 Groups Participating in the MCFE Fall Program

TRICIA CUBELLIS ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

With the beginning of classes this fall, so too began the MCFE projects for the semester. This semester there are 12 groups participating in the MCFE program, up from the typical 8 during the fall.

MCFE stands for Management Consulting Field Experience and is a consulting project for a company that provides students with the opportunity to work on projects that will help the company analyze problems and develop possible solutions.

It is a great experience no matter what your major or focus is in from an academic viewpoint.

MCFE Project Groups Fall '99

Company

Babson College Fund & Investment Club
Boston Ballet
Citizen Schools
Education Development Center, Inc.
Gore Place
Lyco, Inc.
MA Amateur Sports Foundation
Bay State Games
New Philharmonic Orchestra of MA.
Newton Boys & Girls Club, Inc.
Pita Chips
Sage School
WBUR

Group Members

Arun Kirpalani
Ibrahim Rahman
Yabei Teng
Sandy Estrada
Sylvia Limm
Melanie Annesse
Ivonne Golborne
Shella Ryan
Francisco Bertoldez
Madelaine Perez
Patricia Wyne
Adam Derek
Charles Lawrence
Patrick George
Thomas Place
Jennifer Berman
Gayla Kirznet
Michael Massaro
Erik McLeat
Patrick Ng
Matthew Lourie
Sam Reynolds
Eric Tan
Joyce Ma
Polly Sung
James Yang
Saya Choy
Amanda Haji
Gina Rosano
George Chu
Kam Kudjak
Julia N. Phinyawatana
Vorasong Sae-Chai
Yan Karz
Ishan Mandel
Scott Stucktenbruck
Bethany Ciowowski
Christopher DiSotto
Andrew Dorr
Reflecting on the Meaning of Homecoming

JESSICA BURT
Boston-Cambridge

Resuminging about forgotten memories. Visiting with old friends, professors, teams and organizations. And, of course, lots of alcohol. These all make the perfect ingredients for a traditional Babson homecoming.

As my last homecoming as a Babson student approaches, I wanted to reflect on how Babson has changed over the past three years and think about how it looks to me at future homecomings.

In the last three years, I have seen a new curriculum born and implemented. The Class of 2000, the self-proclaimed "Guinea pigs" of the College complained and argued about it incessantly. Then they helped to improve the curriculum so that now the Class of 2003 won't have to protest and complain, they can simply learn.

I also wonder when the next set of "Guinea pigs" and curriculum will appear. Will it be in 10, 20 or even 50 years? And what will their impact on the quality of my diploma be?

In the last three years, I have seen four new buildings built and countless others stripped and renovated. The first time I ever saw Babson, there was no Olin Hall. Today, I can't even remember what it was like to where the Campus Center, Sorenson and Chapel now stand.

I wonder if it will be the same for the Class of 2003 and the new Olin College of Engineering. How will this new adventure change the actual landscape of the College?

In the last three years I have seen the many faces of the administration come and go. From William Glavin, Allen Cohen and Joseph Ford to Leo Hipkin, Michael Petros and Carol Hacker, new people have stepped to the head of the College. Inherently, these changes have led to new goals and directions for Babson.

But, I also wonder when Babson will have its first female president. When that time comes, what will become of the 70/30 male/female ratio? Will the ratio ever even matter anymore?

In the last three years we have seen different student organizations rise and fall. Student Government Association (SGA) was a victim of the Campus Activities Board (CAB). Two groups contested the rights of towed vehicles while another lost theirs. Babson College Radio and the Babson Mass Media Council were founded. Even The Babson Student has had its share of pitifully weak years in the past few ways. We have had four Editor-in-Chiefs, hundreds of design styles and countless different designs.

I wonder what the Babson Free Press will look like years from now when it is no longer a part of Babson's administration. How will it feel to look back at the pages, and will they not only did not help produce, but I could not have helped produce the very navel from which I grew?

The past three years have been a time of change and transition to continue to change in future years. Homecoming weekend is a great opportunity for current students to reflect and past students to come back. When I was at Babson College and taught current students an important lesson, I was able to reflect on their experiences at the "old" Babson.

community around us. Sometimes is this done in a humorous manner. Hence, the page is not intended to be agreed with by every reader, nor is it always intended to be taken completely seriously.

It is intended to elicit a reader's response. A response in proper form comes as a "Letter to the Editor," which is then willingly published by the paper. These letters are published in order to share the community that there are.

I've never even seen it happen now that I come to think of it.

reader's out there capable of forming their own opinions and expressing it in a logical manner. Unfortunately, Noblecom decided to use their weekly full-page advertisement to sign to the writer of this sarcastic opinions correspondence.

This is not the proper medium to go about such a rebuttal. The proper medium would have been to state the same opinions in a Letter to the Editor, which would have been willingly published by the staff of the Babson Free Press. Probably, I could not condone this misuse of one's advertising clout in order to threaten one's constitutional rights. Furthermore, Noblecom mentions in its article that you write to the Babson Free Press for "slander." However, slander is defined by Webster's Reference Dictionary as "defamation by means of an oral statement.

Libel would be the written form, not slander. If slander did not occur here. The intent of the column was not to injure the reputation of Noblecom, rather it was intended to incite humor and reflection on the amount of activity and involvement displayed by the Noblecom staff.

In the future, I hope that Noblecom and other organization will provide more professional and be able to roll with the punches. Everyone has an opinion and the right to assert it in the proper and legal medium. If Noblecom exists to provide that medium for the community at large.

We exist to be a voice of reason and a medium for debate, not for defamation.

Joke Turned Serious Benefits No One

ERIK DAY MURRAY Executive Editor

We've all experienced it before - you're joking around with a couple of buddies and all of a sudden someone becomes upset. Everything starts off as a joke, but soon someone has had it all and broken through the beating down of a little good-natured ribbing. A JTS (Joke Turned Serious) can be nothing short of scary to any times. I've seen friends chokehold other friends until they turn blue in the face. I've had my stomach turned with the thought of someone getting a good joke gone wrong, and I've never been threatened with legal action before.

I've never even seen it happen now that I come to think of it. Unfortunately, that's what has become of this paper, the Babson Free Press. An advertiser of ours, Noblecom, took offense to a sarcastically motivated portion of a column on the Opinions page.

Let me repeat the fact that this was the "Opinions" page. By definitions, anything printed on this page is intended to initiate thought and awareness in the community around us. Sometimes is this done in a humorous manner. Hence, the page is not intended to be agreed with by every reader, nor is it always intended to be taken completely seriously.

It is intended to elicit a reader's response. A response in proper form comes as a "Letter to the Editor," which is then willingly published by the paper. These letters are published in order to share the community that there are.

I've never even seen it happen now that I come to think of it.

readers out there capable of forming their own opinions and expressing it in a logical manner. Unfortunately, Noblecom decided to use their weekly full-page advertisement to sign to the writer of this sarcastic opinions correspondence.

This is not the proper medium to go about such a rebuttal. The proper medium would have been to state the same opinions in a Letter to the Editor, which would have been willingly published by the staff of the Babson Free Press. Probably, I could not condone this misuse of one's advertising clout in order to threaten one's constitutional rights. Furthermore, Noblecom mentions in its article that you write to the Babson Free Press for "slander." However, slander is defined by Webster's Reference Dictionary as "defamation by means of an oral statement.

Libel would be the written form, not slander. If slander did not occur here. The intent of the column was not to injure the reputation of Noblecom, rather it was intended to incite humor and reflection on the amount of activity and involvement displayed by the Noblecom staff.

In the future, I hope that Noblecom and other organization will provide more professional and be able to roll with the punches. Everyone has an opinion and the right to assert it in the proper and legal medium. If Noblecom exists to provide that medium for the community at large.

We exist to be a voice of reason and a medium for debate, not for defamation.

Getting Laid and Getting Happy

IRENA VESKELBORG
Production Editor

Hooray, we are in college now. We have that indispensable freedom. Let's use it wisely. Let's make the most of our time here that were out of our reach during our high school years. People are away from home without a car and without unlimited internet access.

When I came to college, I came with my own "trailer," I mean a boyfriend, of course. I did not listen to the warnings with the baggage it's kind of difficult to enjoy the freedom. I saw young people go out at night and telling the stories of their experiences. I see them go to the local lounge. The only story I had was: "i have a boyfriend in New York." My boyfriend was not a college bound boy, instead of the only source of information as well as weaved each other good.

As we grow older, we cry our eyes, hate E-mail, and Men-are-S--- attitude stoppers. We live, we love and respect each other.

The Reynolds and Sorenson with the Gucci bag on top of the hood.

BISOs don't look at you anyway unless your car is parked somewhere between the Reynolds and Sorenson with loud music to please the whole campus with the Gucci bag on top of the hood.

I thought I would be able to share stories with the sophomores and juniors on my floor now; I was so happy to tell those girls that a junior invited me to the party. But not so fast sister. As soon as I started coming back late to the dorm hall.

drunk and half happy, all those girls lost any tolerance towards my person. I could not understand why. What did I do?

Apparently, all those girls never did anything. They like to talk about them, they like to create romantic stories and share the beauty of the fairy tales, but never actually did something. Now I know that girls who enjoy their freedom do not sit in the lounge and do not talk about guys. They are out there enjoying themselves.

Guys, your dorm lounge is the place to be. If you want to make a friend who you would want to take to bed with you; you might want to meet a girl. Girls, your dorm lounge is the place to be. Girls, the best time to show up after 10. Soon, the men will make you take out the trash and clean for you. Do not forget about cleaning the sheets before asking for a minute to talk. Get laid and get happy. Don't talk about it, don't share it with anybody, do it with the person you have passion for. But do care.

They do it better with precision. It's so much better than doing drugs. The babies that are reading this in the lounge and saying that I am a total whore, you are right. I am more concerned about you. It's simple math that one is more than zero.

Any girls that have run into this problem already, remember the rest are just jealous of your being so successful. A girl's sexuality and her breasts are not the same thing. Why the heck did I go to school in Boston?
While You Weren't Looking

JAMES BASBAS Staff Writer

After being bombarded by Monica Lewinsky, American public has come to despise Monica that, America has become desensitized to Clinton scandals.

intelligence gathering, China controls several thousand U.S. "front companies," which has not only undermined the technology for military purposes, a congressional report says. holy war, which Clinton transferred the handling of nuclear weapon technology to the Defense Department to the Commerce Department.

Clinton granted waivers to two companies in 1996 - Loral Space and Communications and Hughes Electronic Corp. - that allowed them to export nuclear weapon technology to China for campaign donations.

A House committee report says, as a result of these allegedly secret sales, China has stolen secrets on the latest military technology, nuclear missile warhead in recent years and now has 20-long-range missiles aimed at Taiwan.

"The world is a less safe today as a result of events of 1996," said Rep. Christopher Cox, California Republican and chairman of the special House committee on China.

Although "Chingates" is the most severe case of these secret sales, it is one of the most serious cases of espionage against the security of every American. Clinton is engaged in other secret activities. In an effort to help Russia's economy, Clinton sent millions of dollars to the Russians. However, Clinton was very careless and Russian officials stole money and laundered it through American banks. In addition, Clinton lured the General who ordered the Tetman-Square massacre to the White House over the weekend.

Just last week, Clinton offered immunity to members of a violent Puerto Rican nationalist group, releasing two terrorists from the streets. It is obvious that he did this to boost Hillary Clinton's Senate campaign in New York, a state home to 1.3 million Puerto Ricans.

Clinton refuses to provide internal documents about the case, citing executive privilege and claims to not remember the details. You probably haven't heard of this, some of it may come across as a surprise. That is important. On date when bad news would be revealed, Clinton pushed it to the back page by reopening WACO investigations or bombing embassies.

Then of course there is the Clinton body count. The list contains over 50 people who have been connected with the Clintons in some form or another and have died in mysterious circumstances. Flying as the "out of control," decapitated, burnt, or floating in a bay. They include:


Sgt. Brian Harvey, Sgt. Tim Sabel, a 100-foot-tall air traffic controller shot down in his car on September 20, 1993.

Diane Galbert, a nurse/Reynolds: All four Clinton escorts died when their helicopter crashed into the woods near Quincy, VA. A videotape made by a firefighter was seized by the Marines.

Jen Parnell Walker: An Investigator looking into WACO and the Madison S&L bankruptcy. Walker died "as a result of the Lincoln Tower building collapse."

Jerry Luther Parks: Parks was the Chief of Security for Clinton's national campaign headquarters in Little Rock. Gunned down in his car on September 20, 1993.

Parks had been compiling a dossier on the Lincoln Tower's illicit activities. The dossier was stolen.

J. William Clinton fundraiser. He died of a self-inflicted gunshot wound on November 30, 1993. His mother came through the same day, Kathleen, was sexually assaulted in a Little Rock abortion clinic.

Alan G. Whitcher: Overseas Clinton's Secret Service detail. In October 1993, he was shot and killed by the Secret Service director of the State Department, in the Middle East.

Alan G. Whitcher died in the bomb blast of April 19th 1996.

In January, Clinton was the campaign finance chairman for Diane Fleischer's run for the senate, and was a friend and fundraiser for Al Gore. After meeting some people at the San Francisco airport, he was found three hours later floating in the bay under the Golden Gate Bridge.

Ron Brown: The Commerce Secre-
tary died on April 3rd, 1986, in an Air Force jet carrying Brown and 34 others, including 14 business executives over the 4th of July '87 weekend.

Jim McDougal: Bill and Hillary Clinton friend, looked and convicted for fraud, sent to prison for eighteen felony convictions. A key Whitewater witness, died of a heart attack on March 8, 1998.

John Lawless: 26, died March 29, 1998. The Arkansas transmission specialist one of the dotted Whitewater documents in the trunk of an abandoned car on his property and turned it over to the Starr, was killed in a car wreck two weeks after the McDougal death. Details of the "accident" have been sketchy - even from the local Little Rock newspaper.

There are many more, the numbers are astounding. No one has asso-
ciated Clinton of any wrongdoing, but to say these deaths are a coinci-
dence is not adequate. Many of the procedures used were very un-
orthodox. How many people do you know that have died? Could the deaths of all those innocent people who died in WACO, OKC, and on Ron Brown's plane been known as coincidences?

Learn from this, and never allow our country to be led by a per-
son who values personal success over national security and lives.
What Section? Domestic or International

ORLANDO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

Trim is a very interesting place. What makes it interesting to me, more than the sense of adventure of finding something new and the peculiar phenomena that occur in it, is that we all have noticed this phenomenon, yet if you had to explain the reasoning behind it, the use of your analytical skills would be required.

The phenomenon that I'm referring to is what I call the domestic vs. the international section. The domestic section is where mostly American students sit, which you will find in the Trim area. The international section is the adjacent, somewhat smaller, dining area where most foreigners take their meals.

It pains me that when Trim was designed, it was cowed with this assumption in mind: international students don't sit with domestic students, and vice versa. It is even more striking to me that the international students, who make up 30% of Trim's dining space, which surprisingly is about the same percentage of international students that attend this fine institution.

The question that is on my mind is, why does this happen? Because I don't ever recall during freshman orientation anyone mentioning this phenomenon. The first reason that comes to my mind is that the language phenomenon is a barrier to interaction. As an international student, English has always involved a little more effort on my part in order to converse with trimmedom. Indeed, it is easier for me to communicate in my mother tongue.

Then, by sharing my table with people that speak my same language, it makes the whole task of talking easier. But, if you sit in the international section, you may miss out on the camaraderie that goes with sitting at Trim. If you're a Trimmer you will notice that Trim is just a casual (including mine) where I share tables with people who do not share my language and at times, I just don't even attempt to use English. So, my theory of language barrier poses the question that is on my mind.

Then I thought, maybe it is just a matter of culture. Meaning, that we feel more comfortable sitting with Trimmers instead of "dining experience" Trim people with whom we "understand" us better. We feel that we share some common international values, such as being a "stranger" in the country. We believe that we can get along better because of this.

This I think to some extent is true, but I think it can also apply to some Trimmers. Trimmers who are, in fact, Trimmers. It is often said that people from the West sit in Trim. The secret of Trim lies more in those of the Northeast, yet I don't see any divisions that show in Trim. So, maybe it's not entirely about culture. The last reason that occurs to me is that it is just a community or a cultural element of Trim. In other words, it is something that has always happened.

For example, if older class members take new intimates the whole, the international section, and Trimmers don't take the domestic section in the same manner, this can go on for generations. Perhaps the Trimmer just has a "fugly" motive for this to occur? Meaning that Trimmers will give Trimmers the benefit of the doubt over a more or less natural or occurring kind. Whatever it is, I think we have a lot of issues on our menu of good people.

I also find that in the 21st century we still divide ourselves in sections when it is supposed to be the communications era. I suggest, next time, make the effort to sit in the other section. You never know what might happen.

Portable B.s in Business Administration: Davis Devices Go 'Bang!'

ALEXANDER HANDY
CLASS OF 1998

The Davis Device Incident was more than a dozen devices scattered around campus. It was a rallying point for students who felt the administration had a record of overreacting with no sense of justice.

This weekend's Homecoming marks the 10th anniversary of the Davis Device Incident. The devices were placed in the woods and in various locations on campus where people would not come in contact with them. Only 8 of the 12 devices exploded on their own. Police detonated the other half.

It all started when a group of students tried to start Homecoming with a bang. On October 12, 1989, campus police noticed students acting suspiciously and questioned them. The Wellesley Police were summoned. Then Director of Public Safety Jay Hackett explained at the time that, "The Department of Public Safety is sure what we were dealing with."

The Massachusetts State Police Command Center, "The Massachusetts State Police Command Center, was notified and concluded that they were dealing with Davis Devices."

The term Davis Device was first used in 1895 to describe a combination of dry ice and other chemicals, which explode when sealed in a two-litter bottle. "I'm not sure the term 'bomb' is accurate," Hackett said at the time.

Administrator Paula Rooney was not pleased by the Davis Device antics. At the time she said, "It was a serious offense from our perspective. We want to insure that the concerns of the students came first as well as the safety of the community."

The Wellesley Police department let the college deal with the situation. The result was 21 students charged with violation of general conduct and behavior unbecoming a student. They included such notables and legendary Big Men on Campus as Bill Chisholm, Babson Free Press editor; Peter Coumoduros, senior class president and resident assistant in Coleman; Bob Hazleton, president Babson Marketing Association; and Ted Patsey, Student Government Association president.

Those who disagreed with Rooney's assertions were furios. Students charged that there was a gigantic lack of consistence. Then managing editor of the Babson Free Press, Bob Coumoduros wrote, "I can't see what is so bad about doing something that is unbecoming a student? It seemed to me that Resident Assistant can be relieved of their duties for allowing students to engage in activities deemed "inauthentic" by the administration while another can escape unpunished for physically assaaulting a student during a Hooters concert."

Collins charged that the administration was more interested in blowing things out of proportion, and that the administration did not respect friendship of mine expelled (from school for painting their faces black."

Bob Chinchillo, a three-year Coleman resident, responded with a letter saying, "I agree with last week letter that people initiation and alcohol abuse, if the University should not have been expelled." He also said that the vandalism on the mailboxes, a Federal offense, would probably not be treated as harshly as those involved in the Davis Device Incident.

One student's punishment included disciplinary probation until graduation, loss of housing, expulsion from school, and no activities, a fine to compensate for Public Safety's overtime, and 30 community service hours. This was Student Government President, Ted Patsey. The administration demanded his resignation from the Student Government Association. Putney addressed the SGA in Cooper Lecture Hall and said, "I want to say that every student attended the meeting of last night with interest to note that they represented. The House considered the fine, which in 1988, of the percentages said Patney should stay."

Darren Getick, a freshman at the time, felt his punishment was too severe. "The Judicial Board has been inconsistent," he said explaining that "someone of equal involvement to me has received a much lesser punishment."

Peter Coumoduros, senior class president and resident advisor, commented on the resignation as an RA by saying that, "I never made, distributed, or shared any ice during the incident."

He remained class presidant.

Students involved in the Davis Device Incident explained that they were just a reaction to the tile reaction from the administration. Public Safety was aware of a similar incident the year before. They joked about it last year. They clouded my decision," explained Patney. He well aware of the University's "kryptonite" of an identical incident last year (1988) and all they did was joke.

"The reason Babson College receives such meager alumni support is quite simple: every two or three years, the administration makes some ludicrous act which thoroughly pisses off the majority of students at the school, about it." The Free Press reported that Lieutenant Governor of the Wellesley Police said that if the incident was handled off campus the students would probably have been charged with disturbing the peace, a misdemeanor. The Davis Device Incident, though, is parable for BC days. The 24 charges on student incidents were the only ones involved and there were no more than 12 Davis Devices, it took 1.75 students to make each device. If an assembly line was used then Coleman was not just a dom; it was a factory straight out o' Op-Ed.

A letter published in the Free Press by alumni Peter B. and Jennifer R. noted a phenomenon or for more than just the Davis Device Incident. The letter quoted The reason Babson College receives such meager alumni support is that every two or three years, the administration makes some act which thoroughly pisses off the majority of students at the school. People leave without a latitu, and they refuse to save anything of the Babson experience. While I was attending Babson, the powers that be uniformly displaced a suite of students. The whole situation was handled unprofessionally and unprofessionally.

There was even a pub-night held in support of these 'homeless' students, which was attended by almost two hundred people.

These powders were anti-administra,n shirts, and that was talking about how people would respond when they felt that a similar situation came. Let me tell you, it's not something you want to see repeated. The Coleman situation was simple; the biggest administration blunder yet.

The Davis Device Incident occurred in William Glavich's last semester as college president. Editor's Note Minor dy, the Thinker & Theorist, notes that back then the SGA has not earned their keep.

You can email questions to him at minord@babson.edu. Answers will be found in this column, and your name will be included. The Editor's column is based on research from The Babson Free Press archives.

Your Flight Leaves In An Hour, And You Thought Anthropology At 8 a.m. Was Impossible To Get To!

Don't lose sleep planning how to get to the airport! Have you considered U.S. Shuttle? At less than half of the cost of taxis, U.S. Shuttle will get you to the airport on time, guaranteeing you'll be proud to provide superior service at affordable prices. Our professional and courteous drivers will pick you up at your home, dorm or hotel in a clean, smoke-free van for your comfort. Call us today to make a reservation!

Guaranteed lowest rates to Logan from home, dorm or hotel and back again...convenient, on-time and hassle-free!
LIFESTYLES

The Kid Chronicles: The Eve of Deconstruction

SEAN CARRAHER
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Don't be confused, fair reader. The article formerly, and briefly, known as "Two Cents" has taken the more colorful name of "The Kid Chronicles." For the marketing majors reading this, rest assured that this move has only occurred with extensive market research and focus group analysis.

Now, to get down to this weak's business.

The snickers and aside remarks about the ostensibly poor quality in the Free Press have not gone unnoticed. Sure, we all got a chuckle when we read, "Naval recruiter to visit Babson," but for those of us involved in the production of the pepar, basic spelling and grammatical errors is no laughing matter.

Having taken over as the new editor of the Lifestyles section, I can pledge that never again will such blatant errors occur on my page. Redundancy and dangling modifiers are things of the past. Having seen errors in the Lifestyles section in the past, the Lifestyles section will now reek flawlessly.

I've been unfairly labeled as a pedant with a penchant for splitting infinitives.

To more effectively write my articles, I promise to never compose sentences that seem to ramble on endlessly with no particular rhyme or reason causing the reader to lose attention or otherwise become distracted due to the sentence's cumbersome structure and the writer's faulty or unwieldiness to divide several ideas into a few sentences or because of the writer's apparent lack of recognition of repetition.

While I can't speak for other parts of the Free Press, "The Kid Chronicles" and surrounding articles will be satisfactory in style and mechanics, dam it!

If you feel that you're expertise in righting is such that you could copy-edit or write for the Lifestyles section, please drop me an e-mail (you should know how the e-mail addresses on campus are assigned by now). Lord know we have you ignored!

Pending your arrival, however, the good people at Babson's favorite student-produced weekly newspaper have plenty of concern with which to contend.

The following top twelve (as opposed to ten) least I be accused of copying a comedic format for a successful late-night talk show host's snippets overheard at the Free Press provide a little insight into the mayhem that has been if you stumble of Roger's Pub and into the mainstays.

Top Twelve Things Overheard in The Babson Free Press Office

12. "The difference between 'naval' and 'navel'? Bests me." 11. "I can't believe that those gofers in SSA still haven't figured out that we counted those 30-packs as a business. See you later!"
10. "Yes that is a roll of film in my pocket and I'm happy to see you!"
9. "I can't imagine why the rest of the old data is... PCS and Pentium processors when these Macs and 486's operate so smoothly.
8. "For the love of God, I hope that's an ink stain in the carpet." 7. "Don't bother to edit the story. People are just using this to line kitty litter boxes anyway"
6. "They have spell-checkers on these things now?"
5. "What's another word for 'sucks'?
4. "But I work better when I'm drunk!"
3. "Isn't the Internet great? Now pock it all over the world can see that the old stereotype of business students being poor writers is more correct than they ever imagined.
2. "Never do it if it's a cable"
1. "Who the hell are they in the Lifestyles section join the paper?"

Pattar & Whitney will be at the Career Expo
Stop by our booth and speak with Babson and Program Alumni Opportunities for Summer Internships & Full Time Employment

Financial Management Training Program
- Networking: 4, 6-month job rotations
- Build important technical skills
- Leadership opportunities abound
- Employee Scholar Program
- International experience

Important Information
- Resumes due to CCD on October 4th
- Information Session on October 14th
- Interviews on October 15th
- 3.2 GPA required

Questions? Interested in finding out more? Contact Babson Graduates:
Bessie Tsapralis BS 1994 860.565.4092 Recruiting Team Leader
Anthony Celrudo BS 1992 860.557.3866
Craig Scott BS 1999 860.565.0598
Erin Schaeffer BS 1998 860.565.2969

Visit Pattar & Whitney's web site: www.pattar-whitney.com

---

Is there Something Missing On The Lifestyles Page?

YES!!!

It's an Article About Things You Like.

Why Don't You Write an Article About Things That Interest You and Get Paid In The Process?

Call x 4229

---

Beers of the Week: Belhaven, Beck's Dark and Tsingtao
An Examination of Some Names That You May Not Have Considered

JOHAN FREDRIK ROOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Now that I'm going to the London School of Economics in October, I'm having a minor sabbatical until then. This means that I have lots of time to write beer and liquor articles for the Free Press when I'm in my native Houston.

Because I was in the United Kingdom during the summer months, I've grown fond of many English ales and stouts in the pubs that I visited.

My first victim is an ale called Belhaven Scottish Ale, from Dunbar, Scotland. Ales are top-fermented, which means that they are sealed in a cask, allowing for natural carbonation to build inside.

Like many English export beers, it has a floating ball mechanism inside the can that simulates a hand draught beer from a pub when opened. The beer has a similar "settling" motion, as in the Guinness Stout, that produces a red to brownish body and a white head.

The appearance reminds me of the Killikenney Irish Beer, minus the head. The taste is a little sweeter in comparison to other ales that I've tried, though it is quite smooth. It has an alcohol percentage of 3.9% and comes in a 1.49 fluid ounce can. Their website has mostly information about their products, though there is a pretty comprehensive page with the brewery's history.

The address is www.belhaven.co.uk

Beck's Dark beer is a variant of the original Beck's, except it is brownish/blackish in color. This is accomplished by roasting the malt, which produces a beer that is darker in color and a little sweeter in taste, though somewhat bitter in aftertaste.

They too have a pretty comprehensive website atwww.becks.de. The only obstacle may be that the entire site is in German.

Viel Gluck!(Good luck.)

I had my doubts about Tsingtao Beer. Can the communists brew a decent beer? And how many capitalists (such as myself) had to be used as slave labor to produce this beer?

Anyway, I plugged my interest, so it's actually a beer that I would recommend, though I do feel guilty in supporting communist China when I go to the grocery store.

I thought I would try it. I was actually quite impressed! It has a smooth, sharp taste and a light color to it.

This is actually a pretty decent beer, somewhat reminiscent of some of the stronger Finnish beers that I've had. It's actually a beer that I would recommend, though I do feel guilty in supporting communist China when I go to the grocery store.

Their website, www.beers.com.cn, is but it is a little limiting. Most of the site is published in Chinese and even the English sections are mostly filled with marketing BS.

To close my article off, and to be a little self-serving, I'm going to plug the Guinness background that I made. It's on our website, http://welcome.to.johannroos.com. It's pretty cool.

Questions? jroos@babson.edu
Do you Want to Own a Business Some Day? Take Advantage of This Great Opportunity

DEBRA SEITH
GLAVIN FAMILY CHAPEL

Babson students will have the opportunity to meet Julian Wal!, General Manager of the Greystone Bakery, and Tedd Benson, President of Benson Woodworking of Alstead, NH on Thursday, September 30th at the first annual Babson Student Conference on Spiritualit!, Values and Business.

Both the Greystone Bakery and Benson Woodworking are success stories with a special twist. The Office of Spiritual Life and Volunteer Programs is sponsoring the Conference. Don’t miss this chance, register on-line at www.babson.edu/chapel (go to the Student Conference page) or call x4523.

Greystone Bakery is one of the nation’s premier makers of gourmet baked desserts. Since 1981, the bakery has produced fine quality cakes and tarts using the best all natural, fresh ingredients. These hand-made desserts quickly gained national attention for unsurpassed quality and are served in many of New York’s finest restaurants.

In 1989, Greystone Bakery began making brownies for Ben & Jerry’s Chocolate Fudge Brownie Ice Cream and Low-Fat Frozen Yogurt. The strong partnership between the two companies is based on a shared commitment to make business a force for social change while offering customers the highest quality products.

In 1994, Greystone introduced The Good Cookie, which has been chosen by the White House to give to holiday season visitors and to participants in their annual Easter Egg Roll.

The Greystone Network consists of the Greystone Foundation, Zen Pencakoner Order, Greystone Family Inn, Greystone Health Services and Greystone Bakery.

Together with other members of the Greystone Network, the Greystone Bakery is working to provide housing for the homeless, plus childcare, employment and training for people in economically distressed communities of New York, New York.

The newest Greystone Network project, Greystone Health services, which will provide residential and outpatient care to people with HIV and AIDS, has nearly completed construction.

Tedd Benson is an artist and entre-

preneur whose vision is to con- struct high quality homes in the "post and beam" style, using envi- ronmentally friendly practices. Benson’s company is committed to constructing beautiful homes while paying attention to all aspects of the building pro- cess, from proper siting of the home to use and reuse of forest products in a way that maxi- mizes benefits while minimizing environmental cost.

A pioneer in the use of re-used mill timbers for structural beams, Benson has written four books on post and beam homes; the newest is Timber Frame: The Art of the Post and Beam House.

Benson speaks powerfully about his commitment to "open-fduit" homes, and to employment and construction practices that reflect deeply held values about the people, materials, and philosophy of genuine home building.

Join students from the Boston area on 4 PM Thursday, September 30th for speakers, discussion, and networking about spirituality, values, and business. Folksinger Sally Rogers caps off the confer- ence with a concert at 8:15 PM.

STUDENT CONFERENCE
Spirituality, Values & Business
Thursday, September 30, 1999

Schedule for the Day
4:00 PM Opening workshop on vocal arts and meetings Milligrams Phillips

Note: student and consultant for diversity training and productivity enhancement

4:30 PM, "Spirituality, Values & Work Tedd Benson, Founder of Benson Woodworking, Alstead, NH

Author of Timber Frame and other books; his work has been featured on This Old House, Architectural Digest & Entrepreneur

5:45 PM, Dinner at Trim Dine Hall

7:30 PM, "Spiritual Values, Business & Social Responsibility Julius Walls, General Manager of Greystone Bakery

Greystone is a success story that gave so much back to the community!

8:15 PM, Musical performance Sally Rogers, Folksinger

Registration Fee: $5 (includes dinner, no cost for Babson Students).

Please make checks payable to Olivia Family Chapel.

Registration Form (please print or type)

First Name: 

Last Name: 

School: 

Major: 

Please circle one UGRAD MBA MDIV

Year of Graduation: 

Address: 

Town: 

State & Zip: 

Phone: 

Email: 

How did you hear about the conference?

WeCARE: Medications... Knowing Right From Wrong

BRUCE TOFIAS, M.D.
COLLEGE PHYSICIAN

As people of the modern world, we have come to expect the easy and rapid acquisition of many necessities: such things as adequate food, electricity, heat, and easily accessible medicine are all but taken for granted.

As a doctor I prescribe a lot of medications, but I remain surprised at the frequency with which I try to talk patients out of using medication, to the number of times that I attempt to convince an individual of the need to take a medication.

The incorrect use and overuse of drugs is a leading cause of hospitalizations. While the full magnitude of the problem is unknown, it is believed that 15% of hospital admissions in the United States are related to an adverse reaction to a drug or a combination of drugs.

For those of us who pick up medicine and prescribe drugs, knowing and understanding a patient’s medical history becomes crucial.

A doctor must be aware of all substances that a patient is using, including over-the-counter drugs and herbal supplements. Once a diag- nosis is made on a patient’s condition, selection of the correct medi- cation can be done with respect to other physical aspects of the indi- vidual such as pregnancy, known allergies, and known consequences of drug interactions.

The goal of the clinician is to prevent the patient from being overmedicated. The potential side effects of unneeded medication can be harmful to the patient. In the United States, 15% of hospital admissions are related to an adverse reaction to a drug or a combination of drugs.

For those of us who pick up medicine and prescribe drugs, knowing and understanding a patient’s medical history becomes crucial. A doctor must be aware of all substances that a patient is using, including over-the-counter drugs and herbal supplements. Once a diagnosis is made on a patient’s condition, selection of the correct medication can be done with respect to other physical aspects of the individual such as pregnancy, known allergies, and known consequences of drug interactions.

The goal of the clinician is to prevent the patient from being overmedicated. The potential side effects of unneeded medication can be harmful to the patient. In the United States, 15% of hospital admissions are related to an adverse reaction to a drug or a combination of drugs.

It is believed that 15% of hospital admissions in the United States are related to an adverse reaction to a drug or a combination of drugs.

steroids and the bronchospasm rel- axing medications are called beta agonists, which are stimulants to relax smooth muscle around the air- ways. They also stimulate the heart, and to a lesser extent, the lungs. If beta agonists are taken too often they can worsen the heart and cardiac arrhythmia (rigid or irregular heartbeat) and possibly die as a result.

So what is the point of all this? Well, everything I have said is that taking medications has risks. To get the maximum benefit from taking medi- cations, you should take it for the right reason, at the correct dose, for the appropriate duration and make sure that your health care provider knows as much about your health and medication habits as possible.

It makes a difference and the dif- ference is between getting well or not.

Remember WeCARE. If you have medication questions or are not get- ting the information you need about the health care you receive, please let the point coordinator know. I would love to hear from you. If you have any questions, concerns, or potential future articles, stop by the WeCARE health center or e-mail me at tofias@babson.edu.
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steroids and the bronchospasm relaxing medications are called beta agonists, which are stimulants to relax smooth muscle around the airways. They also stimulate the heart, and to a lesser extent, the lungs. If beta agonists are taken too often they can worsen the heart and cardiac arrhythmia (rigid or irregular heartbeat) and possibly die as a result.

So what is the point of all this? Well, everything I have said is that taking medications has risks. To get the maximum benefit from taking medications, you should take it for the right reason, at the correct dose, for the appropriate duration and make sure that your health care provider knows as much about your health and medication habits as possible. It makes a difference and the difference is between getting well or not.

Remember WeCARE. If you have medication questions or are not getting the information you need about the health care you receive, please let the point coordinator know. I would love to hear from you. If you have any questions, concerns, or potential future articles, stop by the WeCARE health center or e-mail me at tofias@babson.edu.
NOBELCOM CORPORATE NEWS

A Nobel Communications spokesperson reported that the corporate deals mentioned in previous week’s newsletters are now in motion, and several new events have since taken place.

In an attempt to compliment television and direct-mail campaigns, Nobel Communications today announced its plans to move into radio advertising. An alliance with Babson College Radio (BCR) will be the first step in NobelCom’s new radio-advertising strategy. Acting as a test-run for the new program, BCR will provide NobelCom with useful market research.

Nobel Communications extends its thanks to Adam Berger of BCR. Adam is extremely helpful in NobelCom’s dealings with the radio station, and is a pleasure to work with.

National Manager of College Accounts, Bill Sherman, recently launched a new NobelCom development at www. HelloCollege.com. HelloCollege, a network marketing-based program targeting 5,000 American colleges and universities, has recently started to take orders for calling cards. NobelCom is pleased to announce that after being with the team for less than a month, Bill is already earning residual income.

NobelCom reports record earnings with the release of the new 1.5¢ USA product. "Sales have gone through the roof, we have had to re-stock 3 times already" says Mario Flores, a NobelCom representative. As the first company in the industry to announce a rate under 2.5¢ per minute, NobelCom once again takes its place as the industry leader.

Babson Park, MA based Nobel Communications is the leading telecommunications provider on the Internet. The company offers a wide range of products and services for business and personal use, each designed with the mission of making it easier and more enjoyable for people to take advantage of the full power of personal communications every day.

OUR RATES ARE LOWER, THAN EVER

1.5¢ USA

GERMANY 2¢
INDIA 24¢
BRAZIL 8¢
PHILIPPINES 1¢
ARGENTINA 10¢
U.K. 3¢

If you are interested in joining the NobelCom team, contact us at x5672 or send your resume to Box 2186.

With so many large corporate deals coming in, new project managers are needed every week. If you believe you have what it takes to make $100,000 while you are still in college, contact us now. We are waiting for you.

NobelCOM TEAM BECOMES 1% OF UNDERGRADUATE BODY

The NobelCom Team is constantly growing, having now grown to represent 1% of the Babson College undergraduate student body.

The following students recently joined the NobelCom team: Alessandra Williams, Adam Benware, Jeffrey Pham, and Julie-Ann Clark.

Alessandra Williams, Customer Service Specialist, joined NobelCom to gain experience in telecommunications services. Dealing with hundreds of customers every day, Alessandra will be responsible for signing up new accounts and helping existing customers manage their information resources.

Adam Benware, Future Project Manager, joined NobelCom last week. With experience in the food services industry, Adam hopes to use his knowledge to expand NobelCom's presence to include fast food chain restaurants across the country.

Jeffrey Pham, Sales Associate, joined NobelCom today to assist in order-taking and on-handing. As NobelCom's sales volume constantly expands, Jeffrey is expected to have his hands full with this project.

Julie-Ann Clark, Customer Service Specialist, is looking forward to her first day of hard work at the company. Having just arrived from England, Julie-Ann brings yet another international voice to the NobelCom team.

Full time employee, Lee Lynch, was recently hired to oversee administrative operations at the company. With experience in the transportation industry, Lee is expected to bring new energy to NobelCom’s corporate environment.

Lee starts at NobelCom on September 27th.

Are you interested in joining an exciting, hard working and most importantly, financially successful team now? Are you a freshman or grad student? NobelCom does not discriminate, only quality counts.

RESPONSE TO CLAIMS OF ILLICIT BEHAVIOR

A recent Babson Free Press article, entitled "Driver", written by opinion editor Daniel Thomsen, suggests that Nobel Communications is not committed to legitimate business practices. Direct misinformation, such as "these kids are not selling calling cards," and "these are the tools of world domination," is received poorly by the NobelCom team.

The NobelCom name stands for superior products and superior quality in the calling card industry. As an industry leader, Nobel Communications sells millions of minutes of talk time every week. The only thing being dominated by the company is the online market for prepaid telecommunications products.

Nobel Communications now takes up a hefty 1% of the undergraduate student body at Babson College. When articles such as "Driver" are printed, the whole community is affected. With a representative group so large, it is hard to believe that any Babson student would take such an action.

Though many members of the NobelCom team thought it prevalent to take legal action against the Babson Free Press for slander, the majority of the team voted against the suit. It is NobelCom’s position that the article in question was both unjustified and uncalled for. However, it would not be fair to punish the entire organization for the ill-advised actions of one individual.
Surfing the Web: Web Pages That Suck: www.webpagesathatsuck.com

BRIAN CUTLIP
Co-Editor & Technology Editor

May your hard drive allow you to build custom play lists arranging them in any order you want. And, with such small file sizes, MP3s can be easily transmitted over the Internet.

The only downside to the MP3 format is that it needs to be decompressed before it is played, that is why you cannot simply place a CD full of MP3 files directly into your home stereo. But this problem is minute when considering how easy it is to play them off your PC with MP3 software (WinAmp, Sonic, etc.).

Since the MP3 craze has caught on so quickly and extensively, copyright laws are now being closely looked at and MP3 websites are being restricted as to what they can distribute.

At first, the MP3 was designed to give the listener a sample song of an artist's new album so they can listen to it in its entirety and decide if they wanted to purchase the full album. In turn, that listener would delete the file within 24 hours. But with the existence of high bandwidths (especially colleges and universities) and CD-Rs, the MP3 has turned into more of a song-trading phenomenon. People have the ability to take songs off their existing CDs, turn them into MP3 format, and trade them with other people who can then burn them onto a blank CD.

This is issues like these that get the attention of a new group called SDMI. The Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI) is the collective effort of record labels and technology companies all over the world to develop a specification for digital music. Basically, they're trying to form deals and relations with record labels, Web developers, and the artists themselves to offer legal, downloadable MP3s over the Internet.

But this technology is still relatively new, and its endless possibilities make for a very interesting topic. Copyright and copyright laws aside, there is still much legal music you can download, and it'll never be illegal to make your own mixes of CDs you already own. So, the next time you arrange a party, there will never be that annoying "chuggin' CDs" silence. Party on!
Mac Attack: Apple’s Back On Track

JAVIER TORRES
Co-Business & Technology Editor

Whoever thought that having a Macintosh was out of style had better think again. Even though there isn’t much software available for these computers, Apple is definitely a player in the computer industry once again. With the incredible sales success of the iMac, Apple has

The new chip comes in speeds of up to 500 megahertz and is indeed faster than at the same clock speeds than a Pentium III.

managed to place themselves on the map and they intend to make some moves for their rivals such as Intel.

The newest offering from apple is the Apple G4, which is a powerhouse of a computer in every respect. AMD is not the only company with a smoking CPU these days, as you might infer if you continue to read. The driving force behind the Apple G4 begins from the inside of an IBM/Apple/Motorola joint venture named the Power PC 7400, known to the rest of the world as the G4 microprocessor. Although the G4 has not had as much press as its better known rivals, the Pentium III and
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Charles Lawrence

Star Warner

As one of the most respected and highest paid executives in the world, earning $844 million in 1996, one would expect CEO Michael Eisner’s Disney to be

The most significant term-long problem for DIS was, and still is, the animated films unit. Revenue from DIS’s enormous library of animated features fell by nearly 20% last year.

roaring ahead. Recently, though, the Mouse has been in trouble. DIS has fallen about 10% YTD, and under performed the S&P 500 last year. Although numerous problems lie ahead for DIS, the Mouse could be ready for a comeback.

Until 1998, DIS could be counted on to deliver annual growth of 12-15%. DIS executives masted the art of negotiating earnings with acquisitions and the resulting charges making year over year comparisons for single operations extremely difficult.

The cards began falling during 1998 as DIS began blaming slowing growth on its network, ABC, and increasing costs in both its live action film division and the sports television rights.

The most significant long-term problem for DIS was, and is still, the animated films unit. Revenue from DIS’s enormous library of animated features, both old and new, fell by nearly 20% last year. Historically, this has one of DIS’s most profitable divisions, with margins of 46%. Last year, this margin fell by 33%, leaving some to question the long-term health of this division.

Another problem facing DIS is management turmoil. After losing executive in 1998 due to a helicopter accident and losing Richard Nannula to Starwood, Eisner forced both Jeffery Katzenberg and Michael Ovitz out of DIS, at a cost of $300 million in severance packages.

Disney may be one company no single manager can kill. With a year of trouble behind it, DIS’ year over year earnings growth will look much better. In addition, much of the company’s efforts are now being geared towards the television. The company has been able to negotiate favorable deals with ESPN and HBO.

Current moves such as the Sixth Sense and Tarzan will continue to positively impact the company, along with a new Adam Sandler movie and Toy Story 2 which will help in the coming months.

DIS is poised to launch a large portion of its film library on DVD in time for the Holiday season. Finally, the theme park division remains strong, even Disneyland is opening a new park in 1999.

Struggles seemed to coincide with the rise of Time Warner, which has more than doubled in the last year, as it benefited from easy year-over-year comparisons after weak 1997.

However, TWX trades at 18 times earnings, which DIS trades at 40 times earnings. While some still consider this to be a rich valuation, this may indeed be cheap.

Unfortunately, Eisner has no track record of success to share with shareholders, and since his board includes former an undergarden teacher, he will continue to be the man in charge for the foreseeable future.

Ford and Microsoft Pledge Alliance on A Recent E-Commerce Joint Venture

JAVIER TORRES
Co-Business & Technology Editor

Recently, Microsoft and Ford made an arrangement in which Ford will be able to sell their cars on Microsoft’s new Car Point website. This arrangement allows consumers to not only customize the vehicles with greater ease, but also allows for more flexibility in the services rendered by the car companies.

The Car Point website would link the consumers directly with select dealers and will match the consumer’s specification requests with current automobiles in the distribution centers, dealerships, and factory floors.

The concept allows for a speedier delivery of the consumer’s customized automobile.

Microsoft is the major partner in this arrangement, while Ford is taking on a reduced role.

The recent increase in car buyers’ use of the Web (it is estimated that 40% of new car buyers use the Web in some way to shop for automobiles) has Microsoft banking that other large car manufacturers, possibly Honda, might join in this venture.

Part of the arrangement between the two companies calls for Microsoft to build a new system architecture for all Ford websites. The new deal is only a part of Ford’s strategy to more closely tie General Motors has created e-GM, which is a business unit that will deal with all of GM’s e-businesses.

in all of its Internet and e-commerce business.

The recent emphasis on using the Internet has prompted not only Ford but also other domestic car companies, such as GM, to implement their e-commerce activities. General Motors has created e-GM, which is a business unit that will deal with all of GM’s e-businesses.

With websites such as autobytel.com and autoweb.com already established in this area of commerce, Ford has moved to join with Microsoft appears to be sensible considering the fierce competition in this sector.

General Motors has created e-GM, which is a business unit that will deal with all of GM’s e-businesses.

in all of its Internet and e-commerce business.

The recent emphasis on using the Internet has prompted not only Ford but also other domestic car companies, such as GM, to implement their e-commerce activities. General Motors has created e-GM, which is a business unit that will deal with all of GM’s e-businesses.

With websites such as autobytel.com and autoweb.com already established in this area of commerce, Ford has moved to join with Microsoft appears to be sensible considering the fierce competition in this sector.
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Boston Film Festival
Debuts "Joe the King"

The Film Was Directed by Frank Whaley

SHARON LI, Staff Writer

In the 20th century we are accus-
tom to seeing movies made by big
budget companies such as Warner
brothers and Paramount, but low
budget films that appear at film fes-
tivals deserve recognition too.

Many of us would cringe at the
thought of seeing an independent
film because, let's face it, facts:
they're not promoted as "the movie
of the year" to see. I must agree,
though, independent films are not
for everyone and it takes a couple
of viewings to adjust to the mean-
ing behind an independent film.
"Joe the King" proves this theory.

While I thought the movie was
good and thought provoking, oth-
ers hated it with a passion, be-
cause independent films do not tie
everything together in a little bow
in the end, thus making the whole
movie seem pointless and unsat-
tisfying.

The plot is about Joe Henry who,
at the age of 14, has to learn how
to depend on himself. Joe lives in
one of the poorest neighborhoods
in Stratton Island during the
1970's. His mother was rarely
home, his father lost his job as the
school janitor and bullies him around, and his brother is grow-
ing up and is reluctant to let Joe
hang around with him anymore.

Depending upon himself, Joe
worked after-school washing
dishes at a local restaurant and
stealing anything he could get his
hands on, from 5跟踪s to break-
car windows for purses. He
then pays what he steals and
hides it underneath his porch.

At school, Joe is always late for
class and is on the verge of being
expelled. The climax came when
Joe decided to rob the restaurant
where he worked to help buy his
mom new records. (His dad broke
them all in a fit of rage), thus pay-
ing off his father's debt. Joe acci-
cidentally got caught when his gua-
dance counselor called his work
place asking about Joe.

The cast of the movie is what
probably catches most people's at-
tention for wanting to see the
movie. Well-known actors and
actresses include Val Kilmer (Joe's
father), Ethan Hawke (Joe's guide-
ance counselor), Camryn
Manheim (Joe's teacher), John
Leguizamo (Joe's friend at work),
and Karen Young (Joe's mother).

Don't go see the movie if you're
expecting to see Val Kilmer and
Ethan Hawke built and easily
you'll be in for a big surprise, be-
cause they are anything but built.

In the end, I must say that "Joe
the King" was one of the best in-
dependent films I have seen. It
was able to show Joe's emotion
clearly without confusing the au-
dience and pull the audience into
the story.

There was lots of profane lan-
guage and one scene consisting of
adult content, but other than those
people both young and old can un-
derstand this movie. The young
can understand what Joe is going
through and the old will remem-
ber what it was like to be young.

This would not be the movie for
you if you were expecting a big fi-
nale that ties everything together
nicely with red ribbon.

Director Frank Whaley Explores New Avenues in Film Expression

Frank Whaley's name may not be
as well known as his face but he has
accumulated a wide range of cred-
its as an actor appearing in movies
such as "Swimming with Sharks," "I.Q.," "The Prince of Persia," "The
Man from Atlantis," and "Field of
Dreams." Now he is adding a
new occupation to his list of cred-
ts by making his directing debut
with "Joe the King" which appeared recently in the Boston Film Festi-
val.

At first, Whaley did not anticipate
writing, but after being offered bor-
row roles he began his writing ca-

ter with a "Brutal Act of Love" and
gradually worked up to films.

Because of his experience onstage
and screen, he knows exactly how

/

"Therefore, if anyone is in Christ,
they are a new creation; the old
has gone, the new has come!"

2 Corinthians 5:17

Movie Listings for Framingham 14
An Impressive Collection Is Just Around the Corner
From African to Pop Art, Wellesley College Provides a Vast Array of Artistic Expression

DEBBIE WOODY
Arts Editor

In addition to the spectacular photography installation celebrating Chinese culture, the Davis Museum and Cultural Center offers a vast array of artistic expression in their permanent collection as well. Wellesley College successfully highlights modern art, African art, Asian art, and impressionist artists, to name but a few, through paintings, sculpture, and architectural installations.

Another impressive feature is the majority of well-known artists. Rivaling works by Claude Monet, Mary Cassatt, Cezanne, Thomas Eakins, and John Singer Sargent are on display. Sargent’s oil on canvas, “Campus Agnese, Venice” done in 1886, is a typical work of his, portraying a landscape of Venetian society. He brings our attention to the foreground through the placement of a typical well found in many courtyards of Venice, and the only activity is the bees mingling around the well.

Andy Warhol, Marcel Duchamp, Roy Lichtenstein, and seven other pop artists combine their efforts to produce an artistic multiple. A multiple is defined as, “a sculptural object produced in relatively large edition in order to disseminate an idea. Its form and/or content express the potential of multiplicity. Elements of performance and kininess are often implied, and mass production is part of the content.” This multiple combines replicas of mass produced boxing gloves with the 1960s civil rights logo of “ever forward, never back,” by Gary Simmons; large, tangible, three-dimensional equation marks which serve to punctuate the space within and around the multiple, by Richard Avedon; and a sled topped by a flashlight, fat, and a felt blanket by Joseph Beuys. These items literally saved Beuys life during World War II, when he almost froze to death, and can be seen in many other of his works. Beuys commented that “the object cannot be understood in relation to my ideas.”

The Davis Museum also brings in a significant amount of Holy Themes as well, with representations of Mary Magdalene, St. Francis, the Virgin, and the typcal skull and crossbones which reminds viewers how fleeting life can be.

My favorite sculpture in the museum is a bronze replica from the original “Kape of a Sabine.” The original was unveiled in 1832, in Florence, Italy, by the workshop of Canova. At 10” high and 3” wide, it invites onlookers to imagine the Sabine women during times of war with neighboring cities. The sculpture combines three figures into an active and dynamic position that creates visual interest from every angle. The viewer is able to realize the terror of the woman who is trying to free herself from her captor, whose eyelids is seen in the two men’s faces and felt in the viewer’s heart.

The Davis Museum and Cultural Center at Wellesley College boasts an impressive gallery of modern art, African art, Asian art, and impressionist art. The museum is housed in the Flood Library and is rich in cultural diversity.

Chinese Culture Celebrated
DEBBIE WOODY
ARTS EDITOR

Chinese culture is being explored through extraordinary photographs at the Davis Museum, Wellesley College. The 75 images record the everyday life of women in Yunnan, a village on a high plateau on the southwestern border of China, and bordering Tibet.

All photographs were taken over the course of one year by women aged 18 to 57 years old, using automatic cameras. None of the women had previous experience with cameras or photography techniques. Chinese and American advisors taught the 62 women how to use the cameras and instructed them to “shu er bu jian (turn a blind eye) in order to document their lives and surroundings.

The photographs stemmed from a collection of 25,000 that were taken from 1984-1985 as a part of a needs assessment phase of a Women’s Reproductive Health and Development Program partly funded by the Ford Foundation. They helped to stimulate discussion regarding health, work, and change in the lives of those living in the Chinese countryside; an area that has remained largely unaffected by outside forces until the 20th Century. At this time revolutions, wars, and Communist collectivization policies began to disturb life in these rural communities.

From the efforts of this project, public policy changes were made in order to improve living conditions in the province. Over 30 new programs in child care, midwifery labor reduction techniques, and medical care were established in these communities.

Since Frye is a co-founder of the exhibition, believes the works serve as “vehicles for ideas, narratives, and metaphors... not strictly as advocacy tools or aesthetic expressions, but just as catalysts for critical thinking about... grassroots activism, the goals and methods of international development, and the complexities of communication across cultures.”

Another remarkable feature about the exhibit is the large architectural sculptures used to display the images. This experimental sculptural installation is based on the shapes of Chinese characters. The collection began with 35,000 photographs that were taken from 1992-1993.

From the efforts of this project, public policy changes were made in order to improve living conditions in the province. Over 30 new programs in child care, midwifery labor reduction techniques, and medical care were established in these communities.

Chinese Frye, co-founder of the exhibition, believes the works serve as “vehicles for ideas, narratives, and metaphors... not strictly as advocacy tools or aesthetic expressions, but just as catalysts for critical thinking about... grassroots activism, the goals and methods of international development, and the complexities of communication across cultures.”

Looking Towards China’s presents a fascinating, yet very real, portrait of China.

The collection began with 35,000 photographs that were taken from 1992-1993.
Movie Review: "Jakob the Liar"
And Williams Will Deliver

MICHAEL PANICO
STAFF WRITER

One might wonder as to what funnyman Robin Williams is doing in "Jakob the Liar," a movie about one man who changes despair into hope for a small, Jewish ghetto during World War II. Without question however, Williams delivers yet more proof that he is a multi-talented actor in a tale that shows the side of those that suffered as originally as "Life is Beautiful."

Taking place in Nazi-occupied Poland four years into the war, Jakob (Williams) finds himself earning a trip to the commandant's office one night.

Overall, it is a good movie and worth the price of the ticket.

...when he is out past curfew. While waiting in the official's office, Jakob accidentally hears a news bulletin announcing the military victory of the Soviet army over the Germans in Bessarabia, a Polish town less than 400 kilometers away. This is the first information Jakob has heard in years, but letting people know he heard such things from the Nazi headquarters would lead others to believe he is an informer.

He gets into trouble when the following day he finds his friend, Mischa (Lise Schreiber), risking life by vandalizing a Nazi train. Jakob pleads with his friend not to take such a foolish risk when he explains that the Russians are so close.

The rebellious youth asks how he could know such information. Jakob, taken off-balance replies, "I have a radio."

Promising not to tell anyone, Mischa goes off to spread this news to his love, Rosa. Eager to spread such good news, every person that hears soon passes the news on. By the next day everyone in the ghetto believes that Jakob has the simple owner of a long closed cafe, owns a radio. He instantly becomes a hero, owing a radio is punishable by death.

The news brings much longer hope to the ghetto where spirits rise, suicide rate drops, and happiness is restored. Jakob finds himself to risk his life in order to give his friends hope in such dismal times. He begins making up phony news bulletins and becomes the people's sole source of optimism.

However, the Germans soon learn of a rebellious Jew in the ghetto who dares own a radio, and so the story begins.

Based on the book by Jeruk Becker, "Jakob the Liar" explores how a little imagination and a little humor can turn a town at the end of its ropes completely around. Scenes similar to the instance where Williams and his barber argue over who is more cheap light the mood and Jakob's attempts to make his friends believe the radio is real, keep the laughs coming.

However, the seriousness of the film is never overlooked and one is constantly reminded of the suffering these people endured.

Whether you're a fan of Williams or a World War II film buff, "Jakob the Liar" will deliver. The film successfully balances the seriousness with some great comedy, and one cannot help but hang in there with Jakob to the very end.

Williams' performance serves as a refreshing counter to the typical soldier hero with a simple mind who, with a little creativity, makes a world of difference without having to fire a single bullet.

Overall, it is a good movie and worth the price of the ticket. The film comes out and will be in theaters everywhere Friday, September 24, 1999.
Sometimes it's hard being Jewish

Sometimes it isn't

Jewish college students are eligible for a once-in-a-lifetime free trip to Israel. What's the catch? There isn't one. It's our gift to 3000 Jewish college students who've never been on a group trip to Israel. Here's how it works: Log on to our website and choose which program is right for you. And this winter break you could be doing stuff like going on an archeological dig, exploring Jerusalem, or relaxing in the Dead Sea. And we'll pick up the tab. It's that simple.

www.israelexperience.org • (888) 99-ISRAEL

Birthright ISRAEL
Experience the Gift of Israel
Scott (Smoky) Warnick '02 was closely supported by his teammates as he descended into a hornets nest of Roger Williams players, after blocking a failed kick attempt.

The Babson B-Side pack repeatedly proved superior to their Roger Williams adversaries. As a result, Babson was able to win the majority of scrum matches last Saturday.

Babson fullback Scott (Smoky) Warnick '02 kicks a return volley off a Roger Williams penalty play.

There's Something About Rugby

Babson's A-side forwards attempt to control an ensuing maul after a spoiled Roger Williams lineout.

Danny (Shakes) Roderigues '01 spoils a Roger Williams lineout.

The Black and Green pack in close support as a maul goes to ground in last Saturday's A-side match.

The A-side game ended with a 29-0 victory for Babson; a good start to what is expected to be rough season.
Babson Ruggers Ravage Roger Williams: Achieve Double Shut-Out

ANGELO FRAMULARO II
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

This past Saturday marked the triumphant return of the Babson United Rugby Club to the pitch, as Babson's ruggers shut out both Roger Williams' A and B-side teams, 25-0 and 19-0 respectively. Sadly, there was one injury on the Roger Williams squad in the A-side game in the first five minutes of play. The gate was taken off the field on a backboard via ambulance. No further report on his condition is available. After the medic cleared the field, the game continued in fine style. The first try was scored by Babson's favorite card, Andrew (Dots) Strobl '00 off a quick penalty play. Shortly after this high spirited try, Babson found themselves seated directly under the posts for a penalty kick which brought another easy three points from Carlos (Camo) Mollinelli '00.

The second try of the day came at the hands of Graig (Mad Cow) Pasto 'Guerrilla' 00, the intemperate, benevolent and sometimes inert president of the Babson team. Mollinelli landed the conversion, for a strong lead at the half.

The second half would see Roger Williams deeper into the grave, as Mollinelli landed another penalty kick early on to form 25 meters out. Dan (Shakes) Roderiguez '01, scoring the final try of the game on a 40-meter run, struck the fatal final foul around to Roger Williams' gr rides. Mollinelli again landed the conversion, for the final victory.

This left the B-side in high spirits. Babson's "killer Bs," took the field looking to extend their record of only having lost two games in the last three years.

The entire first half proved to be a tedious battle between two very determined squads, with the ball trading hands periodically in frequent lineouts and scrums. The monopoly was finally broken late in the half as Frank (Ninja) Reagan '01 drove through Roger Williams' weak-side wing for a try. The second side try would go to supernaxor David (Geekupil) Cooper, which was then successfully converted.

The game would continue to be a mix of loose balls and sloppy kicks, until Reagan once again reared his head, kneeling down in the try zone for the final try of the game.

Picking the Stars and the Duds of the NFL

ADAM DERK
JACKSON RENNER
Stout Wares

Dan Marino has been equated to one of the greatest quarterbacks ever to play in the NFL, but he is pushing a bit too far staying for his 15th season? We think so. Everyone can sympathize with the all-time leader in passing yards because he has yet to win the crucial big game, the Superbowl.

First around the league hope that one day he will get there, but I think everyone now believes his only chance is as a coach. With the signing of Jim Druckenmiller, a young highly talented quarterback, Marino has almost put away any chance of loss of death on Marino's career.

The only thing left for Marino to contribute to the Dolphins organization is to take Druckenmiller under his wing and teach him the game with his valuable veteran knowledge.

If only the Dolphins could field a half-way decent team, in particular in the running back area, Marino might have received the chance to win a Superbowl ring. Unfortunately, the lack of running game and lack of talent offense behind Marino himself, Pro Players Stadium will never have anything to cheer about. Is Johnny Johnson Johnson's favorite.

Will he lead the Dolphins to their first Superbowl since 1984? We doubt it. Dan Marino if you are reading this please retire, endorse some more hometown products, and go coach a somewhat decent team, i.e. the Buccaneers.

Bobby "Boo-Boo" Williams, the highly talented and soothe after draft from Texas, is once again on the disabled list. Why you ask? Well, it is not the sprained ankle that has kept him out of possession and the majority of Game 1.

Now it is a strain in his elbow, which, according to the authors of this article has worked its way up his leg, through his chest, and down to his elbow.

How much will Ditaaka take before he goes bananas? Well, fellow fans, we think we are going to find out by Week 7.

So for his average salary per minute for exceeds anything you are going to make when you graduate. His salary must be made out of 24-karat gold, is there any other explanation for that much money per minute? We doubt it.

Next we will hear on ESPN that Williams is suffering from a major pain in his posterior because of Ditaaka's foot being personally introduced to his rear.

Go get 'em Ditaaka, Hey Ditaaka, if you are reading this, at least get your moneys worth for giving up all those draft picks, we support you.

Guess what Bubby? Your 15 minutes of fame might not be over. On Sunday, Brian Griese managed to thoroughly screw up his chances as the starter, and Couch Shanahan had no other alternative but to bubbly back in the game.

I am sure if that Shanahan had a choice he would look for a quality punter quarterback to fill this gap, but Tommy Tubbs is already in full use by Texas A&M, sorry Florida Gators. So Bubby, 4s you think you will be able to keep your job? We doubt it. Brian Greese, do you think you have a shot at being a starter in the NFL, anytime soon? We doubt it. Your label will only take you so far.

Trent Dilfer. Oh lord what have you done to this team? I watch every Buccaneers game with the only desire of myself and myself only to find myself yelling at the top of my lungs to stop the coach from his (or is it her) departure.

You know, I know, and everyone, including yourself, knows that Eric Zeier is going to score the final try of the game. If you have any love for the game of football, then do not. You lack. You can probably find a good job as a valet parking attendant for Cade McGowan.
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**Up and Running at the UMass-Dartmouth Meet**

VINCENT FRAMLARO

They run far (really far...) they probably get more miles weekly than you car does), they run hard, and every weekend they run fast. This past weekend was no exception, as the men and women's cross-country teams traveled to the UMass-Dartmouth Invitational.

Taking the starting line against 25 men's teams and 34 women's teams, the men took 9th place in a strong field of teams, as the women were 13th.

The x-men not only raced through the hot weather on Saturday, but also sore muscles and injuries as the Babson men and women have yet to run a race at full strength.

The women's 5-kilometer race started promptly on time as the Babson ladies meant business from the start. Sarah Anderson '01 had a strong race, as was the first Babson runner across the line in a time of 20:39.

She was followed closely by her fellow teammates, Kimberly Page '03 (21:15), Maggie Gahrie '03 (22:00), Melissa Nelson '03 (22:57) and Maria Jordan '01 (24:18) in the women's varsity race. Kelly Rick-Yeung '01, and Joann Tong '01 all ran strong for the women as well, despite hitting injuries.

The Babson women finished closely behind teams such as Regis College and UMass Dartmouth, as they beat 14th place, Bridgewater State, by 15 points.

As the day got hotter, the race got faster with the start of the men's five-mile. The Babson men were constantly changing position and moving up throughout the race. David Head '01 stepped up it for the men, finishing in a solid 27:30. Patrick Frazzetti '01 (27:48) and Paul Staley '00 (27:58) closely followed. Brian Gagne '02 (28:37), Erik McLellan '02 (28:50), Kevin Kelleher '03 (28:55), Mike Connelly '03 (28:24) and Adam Reynolds '00 (29:26), filled in the pack of runners as the varsity men all broke 30 minutes. Ben Dillion '03 and Andrew Kent '02 also ran strong to lead the rest of the Babson men in the second men's race of the day.

Though the runners are running away with the first of the year, keeping each other improving throughout the season, as they know they are capable to run much stronger.

In his first returning five mile race of the season, Brian Gagne '02 commented, "I felt good, but I wasn't 100% Brian Gagne." "We will get better from week to week," said Coach Hutchinson. "Our goal is to peak at the right time and do well at the NCAAs." Unfortunately, due to the construction crew ripping through campus lately, Babson College will no longer be hosting the NCAAs.

Unsure whether they would have an intact cross-country course for the NCAAs on November 13 due to the construction, they had to give up their bid to be the host year this season.

Get Your Kicks Here With Women's Soccer

**With Some Hard Fought Wins and Losses So Far This Season, the Team Has Opened Their Season With Two Wins and Two Losses**

VINCENT FRAMLARO

*Staff Writer*

Looks like the women's U.S. national team, but is it? No, it's better. It's the Babson College Women's soccer team. If you haven't seen them running around playing soccer on the upper and lower fields, you are truly ashamed. Don't worry, there is still a chance to redeem yourself if you keep reading.

With some hard fought wins and losses so far for this season, the team has opened their season with 2 wins and 2 losses.

Co-captain Kate Donahue '00 and goalkeeper Katie Matthews '00 have been leaders for the women as they have been receiving some excellent support from talented underclassmen.

On Thursday, September 9th, a goal by Karyn Groble '02 late in the game gave Babson a 2-1 victory over Bridgewater State in their first game of the season.

Babson, out shooting Bridgewater 20-10, had two goals in little more than 20 minutes into the game surrounding a 2-0 lead.

Kate Donahue '00 provided the first goal for the beavers, which was followed by a pass minutes later from Caren Caldwell '01, leading to a goal by Meghan Norton '01. Goalkeeper Katie Matthews '00 had six saves for the ladies beavers in their first victory of the year.

A meeting against Tufts on September 12th did not prove to be as successful, as Babson was defeated 4-0.

Matthews was able to keep the game scoreless for the first 45 minutes.

The Babson Women will be hosting Springfield College this homecoming weekend at 11:30am.

The Beavers enjoyed that one so much, that they went for two more goals. Kate Ryan '02, with an assist from Karyn Groble '02, then scored her first career goal. Finally, a goal from Caren Caldwell '01 made the final score 4-0, as Katie Matthews '00 made 10 saves in her first shut out of the season.

The game took place on the west side of the Harvard campus and took place on the Harvard College green on Saturday the 18th. Babson started strong and made several good attempts at the net, but suffered a 3-0 loss. Matthews had three saves for the beavers.

In their most recent game, the women traveled to Salem State on Tuesday, September 21st, where they lost by a score of 1-0. The beavers controlled most of the game, as they out shot Salem 24-10. Katie Matthews '00 made seven stops in the net for the beavers as well.

The Babson Women will be hosting Springfield College this homecoming weekend at 11:30, so come, be a loud cheering mass, and support the team (the body paint is optional). As the women's soccer team puts it, "Don't get wasted people, come support the women's soccer team. Wear Springfields!"

Get those kicks here with Babson Women's Soccer.